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CHAIR MATEO: .. . (gavel). .. Policy Committee meeting for November 13 th , 2007 will come
to order. For the record, the Members present this afternoon is Member Anderson, Baisa,
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Johnson, Medeiros, Molina, Pontanilla, and Victorino. Soon to join us is Council
Chair Hokama. Also with us from the Administration, we have the Deputy Corporation
Counsel, Ed Kushi Jr. And our Committee Staff: Ms. Hamman, Ms. Revels, and
Ms. Sakamoto. Ms. Sakamoto, anyone signed up to testify this afternoon?
MS. SAKAMOTO: No, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, weve got. .. four items on our agenda. The Chair
would like to spend as much time as possible addressing the four items. So if there are
no objections, the Chair wishes to close public testimony at this time.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, again, before getting right into our agenda items, I
would like to make you all aware that the Chair is prepared to go until 5 p.m. this
afternoon. And as a reminder, at 5:30 in the afternoon, Mr. Molina's Land Use
Committee will convene their, have their recessed meeting convened--so ... part of the
reason why fd like to move on as quickly as possible. The first item were gonna be
addressing, Members, is POL-8(2). POL-8(2), amendments to the Residential Workforce
Housing Policy.
ITEM NO. 8(2): AMENDMENTS TO THE RESIDENTIAL WORKFORCE HOUSING
POLICY (VARIOUS) (C.C. No. 07-38)
CHAIR MATEO: Members, were in receipt of correspondence dated November 6, 2007 from
the Department of the Corporation Counsel, transmitting a proposed bill entitled: a bill
for an ordinance to reduce County fees required for residential workforce housing units.
The purpose of the bill is to amend various sections of the Maui County Code to decrease
County fees required to build residential housing units. This is our fourth meeting
regarding this subject matter. At our last, our last meeting was on October 30th , 2007.
And it was at that meeting that Mr. Hokama, Ms. Johnson, and Mr. Pontanilla had
requested the inclusion of a consideration be added to the... to the proposed... or the
draft bill at that time. And that proposal was to add in a 100 percent requirement where if
a development came through with a 100 percent affordable project, then 100 percent of
the fees would be waived. And that was added to the 50 percent proposal that the Chair
had submitted for consideration. And please note that it was based on consensus that the
item was added to the proposed bill. We had forwarded ...we had forwarded the request
to Corporation Counsel. And what you have before you today is not a draft. It is the
proposed bill at this particular point. So I do know that you all reviewed and read
through the proposed bill. And Corporation Counsel did provide for its form and legality.
And the proposed bill is now in front of us. And the Chair opens the floor
for ... comments ... at this point. Members, any... any considerations at this point? If
there are no considerations at this point, the Chair is ...ready to offer a recommendation.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Recommendation?
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Members. The Chairs recommendation is to approve the
proposed bill entitled: a bill for an ordinance to reduce County fees required for
residential workforce housing units.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR MATEO: Ifs been moved by Mr. Victorino, second by Mr. Pontanilla. Members,
additional discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR MATEO: Uh-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh ...
CHAIR MATEO: As the maker ofthe motion, Mr. Victorino, followed by Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. I think ... after reviewing all of these changes,
oh, the, this, the one change, I think I concur that. .. that additional. .. 100 percent deferral
of fees for 100 percent. .. affordable housing projects is one that will now at least entice
some of our developers out there, and contractors to, to endeavor in this area. I think
ifs... a good... good piece of legislation. I think ifs a first step in, in, in what weve talked
about--giving the incentives for these developers to now move ahead. I think this is
something that weve long, long needed because we have the law, but we've got to give
them the carrot now to carry that law out. And I think with this .. .I think this just adds
the ambiance of--developers, come forward, help us build affordable housing for our
people, the people of Maui County, and we will help you by reducing and, or eliminating
if ifs 100 percent, these various fees. So ifs a win-win situation for everybody, Mr. Chair.
So I thank you for your work effort. fd like to thank, thank... Council Chair Hokama,
Pontanilla, and Johnson for their recommendation. I think ifs one thafd be well worth it.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair. And ... you know, I guess .. .ifs not so much
the fees as it is in the park assessment.
CHAIR MATEO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That is still the biggest. . .I guess, the challenge for me
because one of the things thafs so important--and I realize we need the affordable
housing, but I still gravitate back towards .. .(laughter) . .. Member Baisa's proposal with
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the sliding scale because primarily...not all developments are the same. I know we have
this arbitrary cutoff. And I do feel better knowing that if a residential workforce housing
unit or... one of them that qualifies in the affordable category is going to get 100 percent,
that they would, of course ... get these fees waived. But then to look at 50 percent across
the board for everything else, I still know that some of the developers ... they're not gonna
ask us for this ... generous a contribution. And I have no problem with the rest of the
fees. Ifs just this one area which is in park assessment. And I agree with the Parks
Department--if.. .I guess my biggest fear, Mr. Chair, is that if we pass this, there's gonna
be people that will take advantage of it and not pass along that savings onto the
individuals that are actually living in the homes. They'll just look at it as, well, you just
increased my profit margin. So I don't know how to resolve that issue in my own mind.
And really at this point in time, until you actually call for the vote, fm not sure how rn
vote. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. And, Ms. Johnson, just for additional information,
I, too, shared... and, and similar concern when we thought about putting the, the
proposals together. And my own, my own resolve looked at the window that the Housing
Policy has. Because it will come back to us for review again. And I believe it was three
years. So within three years, we will have the entire Policy again at, at the ... the hands of
the, the Committee where we can review it and reassess and make changes and
amendments at that time. So hopefully the intent was to have both the quite difficult
inclusionary [sic} zoning policy that we adopted, and then now be able to make it work
by being able to provide the incentives to make the Policy work. So maybe within the
three-year, that three-year period, we'll have a better gage of where we're at at that point.
And then should the need arise to make changes, then we still are able to at that point.
Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and ...just for further clarification 'cause I know we
discussed this last time, but I just wauna make sure that I understand this for the record.
This housing .. .I guess the waiver of the fees, if it is affordable housing combined with
the market price .. .all the fees are gonna be waived?
CHAIR MATEO: Only for-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Only ...
CHAIR MATEO: Only for the affordable-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ... for the affordables?
CHAIR MATEO: --component.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
.. . {laughter} . .. Thank you.

That, that does make me feel a little better
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any additional, additional questions?
... We'll call for the question. Members, all those in favor, signify by saying "aye'.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR MATEO: Opposed?
... Thank you very much, Members.

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros, Molina,
Pontanilla, Victorino, Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Mateo.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
Recommending FIRST READING of bill.

ACTION:

CHAIR MATEO: This is a...this is a good start for us. Thank you very much.

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

CHAIR MATEO: We're gonna move on to the next item on the agenda .
... Members ...
NOTE:

Pause.

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: ... (inaudible) . ..
CHAIR MATEO: . . . Members, the next item on the agenda is POL-1(5), settlement
authorization of claims and lawsuits, Asghar R. Sadri versus Maui Planning Commission,
Civil Number 04-1-0366(2); and Asghar R. Sadri versus Kurt Ulmer... et al., Civil
Number CV06-00430.
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ITEM NO. 1(5): SETTLEMENT AUTHORIZATION OF CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS
(ASGHAR R. SADRI V. MAID PLANNING COMMISSION; CIVIL NO. 04-1-0366(2);
and ASGHAR R. SADRI V. KURT ULMER, ET AL.; CIVIL NO. CV06-00430 ACK
KSC) (C.C. No. 07-11)

CHAIR MATEO: Members ...we're in receipt of communication from the Department of the
Corporation Counsel, dated October 29, 2007, transmitting the proposed resolution
authorizing settlement of the case, of these cases. And as a reminder, the complaints
allege constitutional violations arising from the rescission of an exemption of Special
Management Area permit for the subject property. Deputy Corporation Counsel,
Ms. DEnbeau, will provide this Committee with a status update. And the Chair will
remind all of the Members that we also have a request for executive session. And at this
point, Members, the Chair will give Ms. DEnbeau a minute to settle in. Then the Chair
will ask her to provide us with additional information and an update based on what she's
able to share with us in open session. Ms. DEnbeau?
MS. DENBEAU: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair. Good afternoon. Yes, I don't have, really,
anything new to share in open session. Everything I have to say would be... executive
session material. Just to reiterate, we're here considering an offer that was made by
the ... purchaser of Unit 2. And... as the Council will recall, there is a condemnation
resolution that the Council has passed. We have retained... special counsel, Ashford and
Wriston--Rosemary Fasio, specifically--to handle that condemnation. It has not yet been
filed. They're still working on the background information. But in the meantime, I think
I was here October 16th, ifl recall correctly the date, to ... advise the Committee about the
settlement offer. And I do have additional information, but I would have to provide that
in executive session.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, if there's any questions that you would like addressed in open
session, now is the time to ask Ms. DEnbeau. Otherwise, Members, pursuant to Section
92-5(a)(4), Hawaii Revised Statutes, ifs anticipated to consult with legal counsel on
questions and issues pertaining to the powers, duties, privileges, immunities, and
liabilities of the County, the Council, and the Committee, the Chair will now entertain a
motion to convene in executive session.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Second.
CHAIR MATEO: Ifs been moved by Mister... Mr. Victorino, second by Mr. Medeiros.
Members, discussion? Seeing none, all those in favor signify by saying"aye'.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR MATEO: Opposed? Thank you.
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VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros, Molina,
Pontanilla, Victorino, Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Mateo.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVE.

CHAIR MATEO: Members, we ...we do have other items on our agenda that also is asking for
consideration of executive session. The Chair, with no objections, would like to bring
those additional items up prior to convening in executive session.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objection.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. The next item we're gonna review at this time is POL-ll [sic},
settlement authorization of claims and lawsuits, Nathan Furtado versus County of Maui,
Case Number 7-04-02140.
ITEM NO. 1(11):

SETTLEMENT AUTHORIZATION OF CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS
(NATHAN FURTADO
(C.C. No. 07-11)

V.

COUNTY

OF

MAUl,

Case

No.

7-04-02140)

CHAIR MATEO: Members, on August 28, 2007, the Department of the Corporation Counsel
transmitted a resolution for the Committee's consideration that will authorize the
settlement of this claim. This is a workers compensation claim alleging work-related
injuries sustained on July 28 th , 2004. Deputy Corporation Counsel, Ms. Martin, will
provide general information and update regarding this case. And once again, Members,
there is the request for executive session. So joining us this afternoon... from the
Corporation Counsel, Deputy Corporation Counsel Laureen Martin.
MS. MARTIN: Thank you, Chairman Mateo. This is a matter, this matter involves a workers
compensation claim arising out of a work-related injury sustained on July 28 th , 2004. I
am requesting executive session in order to discuss medical and personnel issues.
CHAIR MATEO:
Counsel?

Thank you.

Members, any questions for Deputy...Deputy Corporation
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· .. Seeing none ...Members, pursuant to Section 92-5(a)(4), Hawaii Revised Statues, ifs
anticipated to consult with legal counsel on questions and issues pertaining to the powers,
duties, privileges, immunities, and liabilities of the County, the Council, and the
Committee; and Section 92-5(a)(8), Hawaii Revised Statues, to deliberate upon a matter
that requires the consideration of information that must be kept confidential pursuant to a
State or Federal law, or a court order. The Chair will entertain a motion for executive
session at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Second.
CHAIR MATEO: Ifs been moved by Mr. Victorino, second by Mr. Medeiros. Members, any
additional discussion?
· .. Hearing none, all those in favor, signify by saying"aye'.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR MATEO: Opposed?
· .. Motion is carried.

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros, Molina,
Pontanilla, Victorino, Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Mateo.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVE.

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Members. We have one more .. .item... on the agenda. The
communication indicates a request for ... for executive session as well. This is
POL-l(14), settlement authorization of claims and lawsuits, claim of Shawni Mendoza,
Claim Number 2006-088.
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ITEM NO. 1(14):

SETTLEMENT AUTHORIZATION OF CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS
(CLAIM OF SHAWNI MENDOZA, CLAIM NO. 2006-088) (C.c. No. 07-11)

CHAIR MATEO:
Members, Corporation Counsel transmitted to this Committee on
September 17, 2007, a proposed resolution that considers settlement of this claim. The
claim alleges damages incurred as a result of a motor vehicle collision at the intersection
of Hana Highway and Dairy Road on July 6, 2006. And the ... and the proposed
resolution is to authorize settlement of the claim for 10,722 dollars and 11 cents.
Deputy Corporation Counsel, Ms. Lutey, will provide the additional information
regarding this claim. And again, reminder, request for executive session. Ms. Lutey?
MS. LUTEY: Thank you, Councilman... uh, Chairman Mateo. fm sorry. I believe this may be
something we can handle in open session. The only way we wouldn't be able to is if you
have questions regarding the personnel involved in this particular incident. .. because that
is not a matter of public record. But the basic facts are that on July 6t\ 2006, Fire
personnel responding to an emergency at Kanaha Beach, a Fire Department Ford
Expedition equipped with emergency lights and sirens--they were activated at the
time--attempted to assist another emergency...Fire Department vehicle into the
intersection at Dairy Road and Hana Highway. Traffic was heavy at the time, and the
Fire Department vehicles had the red light. In the Wailuku-bound lane of Hana Highway,
Claimanfs vehicle collided into the Fire Departmenfs Expedition. And Claimanfs vehicle
was declared a total loss. fve provided you... documentation on this. And the
breakdown of this total amount is as follows. Because the vehicle was a total loss, the
value of it is 10,331 dollars and 56 cents. Reimbursement for the rental vehicle is
290 dollars and 55 cents. The Claimant paid a deductible of 500 dollars. And from this
total, we would minus the salvage amount that she got back, which was 400 dollars, and
that equals the amount fm requesting settlement authority on--which is 10,722 dollars and
11 cents.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, questions? Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair. Good afternoon, Ms. Lutey. As
far as the condition of the Claimant. .. anything...we can discuss in open session in terms
of what occurred with the accident and the condition of the Claimant?
MS. LUTEY: She has not made any claims for personal injuries at this point. This is only a
property damage claim at this time.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: For the vehicle. And the vehicle was a total loss?
MS. LUTEY: Total loss.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. All right. Thank you. And, Mr. Chairman, for me, I
have no need for executive session. Just thought fd share that with you. Thank you,
Chair.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Molina. Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: This was a negotiated settlement? And that will settle all of
the property claims in regard to this particular... situation?
MS. LUTEY: Ifs an agreed-upon settlement, and this would close the property damage portion
ofthis Claimanfs claim.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you.
MS. LUTEY: You'rewe1come.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So, Chairman, this was not Battalion Chief Tam that was involved?
Since that is what we have a ...
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... letter to him regarding ...
. . . him being picked up and therefore part of the reason of this ...
. . . background of facts.
CHAIR MATEO: Yes, Mr. Hokama, as long as, as long as--a lot of the information is already
public because ifs already in our binders. Questions, if ifs relative to what already exists
in there, then the questions are very welcome. Ms. Lutey indicates, however, that if it
involves more, more in-depth personal, direct information regarding the accident, then
she would...be cautious in reminding the Members ...that we are still in executive--uh,
that there is a request for executive session.
MS. LUTEY: And actually, if I could clarify that, Chairman Mateo? If you notice on the report
that I think Councilmember Hokama is referring to, ''Operators Name'has been omitted. If
you wanna discuss the operator of the vehicle ... that is protected under 92(f). So thafs
something that we would need to discuss in executive session.
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR MATEO: ... Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, thank .. .I, rm looking at the diagram that was, that is
attached to this packet from Ms. Lutey.
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MS. LUTEY: Uh-huh.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: And on the diagram that shows the intersection, Mr. Chairman ...
CHAIR MATEO: Uh-huh.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... it says page 4, I believe, at the top right comer. fmjust trying to
understand...the Battalion Chiefs vehicle was making a left-tum?
MS. LUTEY: Ifs actually not the Battalion Chief's vehicle, for clarification. It was being
operated by another... officer. But ifs heading from Dairy Road towards Kanaha Beach
Park, and impact occurs as where the'X'is in the middle of that intersection on the Hana
High... fm sorry, the ... K-Mart side of the intersection. There's an 'X', you can see a
number 8 with sort of an'C' drawn next to it and 20 feet--those are measurements from the
sidewalk and the crosswalk. .. as a reference point.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... So was, was our vehicle trying to get through the intersection
during the time of the incident? Or is he still trying to ... control traffic through, by using
his ... the ...the Bes vehicle?
MS. LUTEY: ... It, it was both, actually. At the time, the Expedition that was involved in this
collision was leading a vehicle behind it. .. through the intersection. They were both
getting through that intersection. But it was in front of it. So thafs why he, this first
vehicle thafs out. .. and actually was in the collision has its lights and sirens on.
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Was that a standard response for that employee?
MS. LUTEY: I don't know.
NOTE:

Very long silence.

CHAIR MATEO: ... Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Is there anything else to this case besides just paying off property
damage?
MS. LUTEY: At this point, the only claim that we have before us is solely for property damage.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
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NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... The, the statement you gave--and I apologize, I wasn't quite clear.
The total ...
· .. damage to the vehicle was to the ... Claimanfs vehicle, not the Countjs vehicle.
MS. LUTEY: The... request that rm making is for the damage only to her vehicle. And thafs in
that amount that I have requested settlement authority on.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
· .. Do you have any information for us on what happened to our vehicle?
MS. LUTEY: Nothing other than what the police report would document on that.
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Is our employee still driving for us?
MS. LUTEY: I do not know.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Chairman, you have someone from the Department. . .later?
CHAIR MATEO: Uh...we have a--Staff, go ahead.
MS. REVELS: We, we requested a representative from the Department, but. .. the schedule that
we did, it had requested them for a later time period. So they were probably coming, but
they're not here yet. We can call them if you wish.
CHAIR MATEO: Could we try to get 'em ... (inaudible) . ..
· .. Thank you. Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, I, rm done. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional questions for the Department?
COUNCILMEMBER

: No.

CHAIR MATEO: Urn... then the Chair will throw the question back to the Members--the
original communication that was forwarded to the Committee had a request for executive
session. We're advised by Deputy Corporation Counsel at this point that there may not be
a need for executive session. The information, the questions and the responses that was
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provided to us virtually exists right now in open session because the information is
currently in our binders. Members, if you will advise the Chair whether you feel there is
a need for executive session at this point?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, I don't think so. No.
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR MATEO: ... Okay. The ... Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: We're still gonna hear from the Fire Department, right?
CHAIR MATEO: We, as soon as they... they, well, if we go into executive session, ifll be at a
later, later point in the afternoon when we get out of executive session.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Just defer this one .. .(inaudible) . .. calendar.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Members, then .. .if there's no additional questions regarding this
particular item, POL-l(14), it is the, the Chair will make his recommendation to ... adopt
the proposed resolution entitled: authorizing settlement of Claim Number 2006-088 of
Shawni Mendoza.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Second.
COUNCILMEMBER BAlSA: Second.
CHAIR MATEO: Been moved by Mr. Victorino, second by Mr. Molina. Any discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. V ...Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah, just, just, you know ... again, I await to hear from
the Department at a later point, but as I can read over all these reports and it seems that
this claim really resulted more in a property damage than... any physical damage from, I
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mean not''physical', but any injury to the parties involved. And I think this will close this
once and for all. fm saddened to find out that still things like this do occur. But I guess,
you know, like everything else, we hope that our personnelleam from these incidents and
try as much as possible to prevent incidents like this occurring because no one wins and
everybody loses when somebody, when people get hurt or... damage to property. The
people of Maui County end up paying for it. So thafs the only thing that I would be
curious to find out--if there was anything else that resulted from this. If anything,
hopefully better training, better awareness. Because again, the public has to understand
when these emergency vehicles move, sometimes they got to--and I understand this part,
too, because sometimes with these stereos blasting, I mean, if you've had, just. .. the other
day I had some guy behind of me, and his stereo was so loud, it vibrated in my vehicle.
So I don't know how they could hear an emergency vehicle coming at 'em or coming
across or coming you know ... and even with the lights blazing, I don't think they pay
attention. So I just hope the public also is aware that be, be careful because our
emergency vehicles are responding to somebody's injury or somebody's tragedy that, you
know, you don't wanna find out later it was your family member that your delayed...their
response to that incident. So thank you, Mr. Chair, fll support your, your, your motion.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Chairman. rn support your recommendation
as well. And for anyone of us with pressing questions for the Department, I believe
either working out of own offices or working with Committee Staff, we can have
questions addressed to the Department prior to first reading [sic} --assuming this matter
passes out of Committee today. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Be, because this claim is more than a year old...my concern
would be that what did the individual who was damaged .. . (laughter). .. used in the
interim if this was their primary vehicle? And so I think that .. . (sigh) . .. you know, that
things in government take a long time, but I don't wanna delay this any further. So I will
certainly support it.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. And for the Deputy Corporation Counsel. .. do we
know what, what Ms. Mendoza used if this in fact was her primary vehicle?
MS. LUTEY: Thank you, Chair Mateo. Actually part of this is, this request is for the rental
vehicle reimbursement, and this is also SUbrogation claim. So GEICO is-COUNCIL MEMBERS: ., .(inaudible) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: .. .(inaudible) . ..
MS. LUTEY: Yeah. Really, what she'll be getting back is her deductible from us-- 14-
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
MS. LUTEY: --and the rental car.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Ms. Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Um.. .in the... accident supplemental
report, it says ... you know, regarding ...
· .. ifs hard to tell who 'm' is, but I think ifs Ms. Mendoza, complained of pain to the head
and shoulder.
· .. And then it just refers to the injury report that just says the same thing. So rm just
wondering was that resolved?
· .. Her injury--or is she under medical care or anything like that?
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Lutey?
MS. LUTEY: Thank you, Chairman Mateo. Councilmember Anderson, I have not received any
documentation regarding that. And it could be that ifs resolved and it may be that it
hasn't. I, I really don't know. The only things that they've submitted to me are for this
property damage claim.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Anderson. Additional questions? Members, at, at this point,
the Chair is gonna call for a recess.
· .. We are going to set the Chamber up for executive session-COUNCIL MEMBER: You have a motion.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Take a vote?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair, Chairman-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: ... {inaudible} . .. you have a motion on the floor.
CHAIR MATEO: No, the Chair... the Chair know we have a motion on the floor. The Chair is
wanting to allow the Fire Department to come in and provide comment on the inquiries
that was asked. And if we call for a vote at this point, then it would be after-the-fact to
have the Department come in and respond to questions. So before the Chair does call for
the final vote on the, on the matter, rd like to give them the opportunity when we get out
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of executive session for them to provide comment. And then we can just readdress the
motion on the floor at that point.
... Okay? We're gonna, we're gonna be in recess. Members, please stay close by. Please
stay close by. Members, you need one? Members, why don't we take a five-minute
recess at this, at this point so Mr. Victorino and others can address their office items?
COUNCILMEMBER _ : .. .(inaudible) . ..
CHAIR MATEO: We will stand in recess at this point. Members, we are in recess .. . (gavel) . ..

RECESS:

2:07 p.m.

RECONVENE:

3:38 p.m.

CHAIR MATEO: ... (gavel) . .. Policy Committee will reconvene ... (end a/tape, start IB) . ..
and at the break we had a motion on the floor. And in the discussion area, Mr. Hokama
had specific questions relative to the Fire Department's engagement with this issue. And
at this time, we have with us Captain Val Martin from the Fire Department. And the
Chair will ... allow Mr. Hokama to once again ask your, your specific questions for the
Department. Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. So, Captain . .. fm assuming your program
area was involved with this ...
. . . item before us this afternoon.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Martin?
MS. LUTEY: ... Actually, if I could just address the Council briefly, Chairman Mateo. What's
happened is that Chief Neal Bal was supposed to be present today, and he's called in sick.
The second in command who should have been here is also off-island today; that would
have been Cordeiro. So we have Val Martin, whds had a chance to speak to one of the
Chiefs. And I, and so did I. And so I have some information...relative to what you had
previously asked. And I think your first question that you had asked for the Department
was whether this employee is still employed with the Department. And the answer to that
is''yes'.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Is he driving?
MS. LUTEY: He does on occasion.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Is he considered a Fire Fighter III and, and he's a driver?
MR. MARTIN: ... (inaudible). ..
- 16-
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MS. LUTEY: No, his, his rank is not Fire Fighter III, he's actually higher ranker than, higher
ranked than that.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
MS. LUTEY: But if, if you wanna get into specifics about this employee himself, then we really
should go into executive session for that.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: For the Captain ...Martin ...
· .. the, was the response of this individual that led up to this accident. . .is that standard
operating procedure as far as the Department is concerned?
· .. 'Cause this ...this person was not part of the station's response--he heard over the radio
then decided to respond .. .in... concert with what the engine...uh, the dispatcher had
sent out ofthe station. I guess that was Engine 10. E-IO, right, Engine 10.
MR. MARTIN: ... Mr. Hokama, I don't know the exact. .. circumstances surrounding this
specific alarm or what was the, they, they were responding to, but as the Battalion Chief
on duty that day and in command of all the companies, it would be their prerogative to
respond or not if they feel or they deemed it was necessary. So ifs hard for me to
determine, to say whether it was appropriate or not for that person to ...to respond. That
person was the Battalion for that day, in essence was the highest authority. So to tell that
person that they cannot respond would not, would not be justifiable.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And thank you for saying that because that wasn't clear in our
document. The documentation just says that he was temporarily assigned to work in the
Battalion Chiefs office. It didn't say he was assigned to be temporary Battalion Chief
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Okay. So he would be the one that would assign the response
from the station?
· .. Especially if he was not at the station at the time of the callout?
MR. MARTIN: Generally, the response assignments are handled by our dispatch.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
MR. MARTIN: And they will initially dispatch and... adjustments can be made along the way
from ... you know, chief fire personnel-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
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MR. MARTIN: --that feel we need to add a response or, or any, any changes need to be made.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. And normally... does a Battalion Chief or, or... equivalent, as
they leave, as they go to the callout, is that, do they normally respond with traffic
management. . .like how this, this situation occurred?
MR. MARTIN: ... Urn .. .I would .. .I don't wanna use the word ''normally'because each chief is
different. I have seen it happen before. I have seen a number oftimes when they would
respond with lights and, and sirens in the vehicle. So ifs not a one-time occurrence that,
that this happened. So it does happen--depending on the severity of the situation or.. .if
the commander feels that at that time his presence would, would be necessary.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... You know for me, fm just having a hard time grasping the
situation.
Because we're talking about one of the, our most busiest multi-,
multi-lane .. .intersections--Dairy Road, Hana Highway. We all know what thafs like
with the various turning arrows, the length of time you stay at the lights, the multiple
turning lanes, especially the left lane from Hana going onto Dairy Road. And so we, we
know the difficulty of, of that ... (cleared throat) . .. specific intersection, Captain.
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: .. .(sigh) . ... You know, I don't know whether it, he became more of
a hazard...than assisting in clearing the road for the engine to respond .
. . . Because obviously, the engine had to stop and respond to this ...prior, before they
respond to the callout. So who ... are we serving ... and who was the priority?
. . . Okay, Chairman, you know, I have no problem with the ...the request for the
settlement, Chairman. I think it is, it is proper for the settlement of property damages.
Again, I read all the reports that come through us ... for us and it just disturbs me
again--management, how many times management personnel are involved with our
claims. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR MATEO: --Mr. Hokama. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yes ... Captain Martin... again, I think I heard you say that
you do not know the specific callout, what the specific callout in this incident was.
MR. MARTIN: That is correct.
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Because I would have liked to know that part
because again .. .I know our department people do their due diligence to assist and this
person was trying to assist the engine in crossing the intersection--if fm correct in
reading--was the lead, right? And obviously in my mind--and I don't know the facts, see
so thafs what makes it difficult--it had to be something of an important nature. I mean, it
wasn't something that you know wasn't too important that he would not have assisted.
And so I would have liked to have known that part. And I, I try to go through here to
find out if there was anything written... on the specific callout. But I can't find anything.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Chair, point of information?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Yeah.
CHAIR MATEO: State your, state your-COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS:
Yeah, theyre, theyre responding to
windsurfer--according to the document in the binder.

a missing

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Where is that? I missed that.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh, ifs.. .ifs a, like a, I, I, there's no numbers on it. So I
would say looking at this, maybe about 9 or 10 pages in.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Nine or ten pages in?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: From, yeah .
. . . And I guess ifs from the employee because the name is blanked out, right?
MS. LUTEY: Thafs correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And I have some questions after Member Victorino
is done.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. Mr. Victorino, continue.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay, so ... fm trying to find that page, but I, somehow I
cannot find it. Huh, the page? This one here?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ... {inaudible} . ..
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, okay. Okay.
. . . Okay, so, if that, if thafs the case, then this, this .. .individual by assisting them
coming through the traffic intersection... really in that respect was trying to .. .in my
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mind, get the people there to assist in finding this missing--oh, I see over here, finally I
found it. Thank you very much. Sorry, yeah. Requesting ground and air search to
support of a missing windsurfer. Thank you. And I had missed that. And ... so the final
question I have for you, is this standard, when you say, when you mentioned Battalion
Chief, okay, this individual was not a Battalion Chief, he was an acting Battalion Chief at
that time? Is that what you're saying?
MR. MARTIN: '" That is correct.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So this individual was acting Battalion Chief, so he was
assisting in response to this callout?
MR. MARTIN: That is correct. He was in the capacity of a Battalion Chief at the time, acting.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Acting Battalion Chief at that time?
MR. MARTIN: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. Well, thank you. I appreciate your clarification and
Tm sorry, Mr. Chair, that I missed that. 'Cause I was looking for that all over.
CHAIR MATEO: No problem-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: And I missed it.
CHAIR MATEO: --Mr. Victorino.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank: you. Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, I, Tm little bit not clear about .. .(laughter) . .. the
position this employee was in. Because this ... to and from letter which the employee's
name has been blanked out, is saying that he was working in the Battalion Chiefs office
and he was requested to pick up the Battalion Chief from the airport. So what, a ballot, a
Battalion Chief was picking up another Battalion Chief?
NOTE:

Silence.

MS. LUTEY: ... I, I can actually answer that. The acting Battalion Chief was picking up the
Battalion Chief.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So ... (laughter) . ..
MS. LUTEY: Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So we got one Battalion Chief picking up another one.
MS. LUTEY: An acting picking up a Battalion.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I see.
MS. LUTEY: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So he was working in that capacity in that office at
that time.
MS. LUTEY: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, I see. Okay. Because .. .I think... the response to
Council Chair Hokama, I was wondering... you know, how can a Battalion Chief be
picking up a Battalion Chief. But it can occur. Okay. So that was, I just wanted to clear
that up. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: ... {inaudible} . ..
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. Just to clear my mind ... {cleared throat} . ..
Evidently, the acting Battalion Chief, hearing Engine 10... started to cross the
intersection...when they, when, when, any responding vehicle enters an intersection.. .I
know they proceed with caution. In this case here, because got two lanes turning left and
the other two lanes going forward .. .it seems like the acting Battalion Chief after.. .1, I
guess crossing the first two lanes, you know, started to accelerate or just. .. they didn't
look to the right. Urn ...
. . . and if the vehicle, U2 is traveling at 45,50 miles an hour, you know, surely ifs gonna
have an impact over there. And, and I seen vehicles going that fast through that
intersection. So what, what is the procedure as you see on a intersection like
this ... entering from one side and then exiting on the other end? Do they proceed with
caution or, or... you know ... you know after the first two lanes, they accelerate?
NOTE:

Silence.

MR. MARTIN: ... Mr. Pontanilla, responding in an emergency mode, there are some things
that we need, do need to comply with. And of course it would be dependent on what
color the lights were at the time in any given direction. And... um .. .1, I can only
imagine that, that it was taken upon that the intersection was approached with caution. I
don't know anybody who wouldn't approach it--whether... you know, regardless of if the
light was whatever color.
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COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Uh-huh.
MR. MARTIN: But we do have regulations and, and training and procedures that we do need to
follow on how that type of driving should occur.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. And, and I would understand that--not
'tmderstand', but. .. a vehicle U2 with those big vehicles you know trying to turn left, you
know, would lose visibility you know on oncoming vehicles with siren blazing and lights
going... entering the intersection. And more so if you're on the cell phone, you know that
keeps your mind off... anything ... (laughter) . .. thafs in front of you. So just a comment
on that. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, additional questions for the
Department or for Corporation Counsel? Seeing none, Members, Chair will call for the
question unless there is a need of the ...the Members to have the motion restated. No?
Thank-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chairman?
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Hokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Just one question.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: You here as a Captain or you here as one acting Assistant Chief?
What is your role today, Mr. Martin?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: ... (laughter) . ..
MR. MARTIN: Mr. Hokama, my role today is whatever the Chief tells me to do.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Ah, then you better start wearing white shirts there, Captain.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: ... (laughter) . ..
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: rm done, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Members, all those in favor signify by saying"aye'.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aye.
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CHAIR MATEO: Opposed?
... Motion is carried. Thank you very much.

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros, Molina,
Pontanilla, Victorino, Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Mateo.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending ADOPTION of resolution.

CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Martin, thank you--oh, Captain, thank you very much for joining us this
afternoon. And, Ms. Lutey-MS. LUTEY: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: --likewise, thank you. Members, we're gonna go and refer to Item POL-l(5),
settlement authorization of claims and lawsuits, Asghar R. Sadri versus Maui Planning
Commission, Civil Number 04-1-0366(2); and Asghar R. Sadri versus Kurt Ulmer, et aI.,
Civil Number CV06-00430.

ITEM NO. 1(5): SETTLEMENT AUTHORIZATION OF CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS
(ASGHAR R. SADRI V. MAUl PLANNING COMMISSION; CIVIL NO. 04-1-0366(2);
and ASGHAR R. SADRI V. KURT ULMER, ET AL.; CIVIL NO. CV06-00430 ACK
KSC) (C.C. No. 07-11)

CHAIR MATEO: Members, with no objections, the Chair would like to defer this item.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.
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CHAIR MATEO: The next, the last item, Members, POL-1(11), settlement authorization of
claims and lawsuits, Nathan Furtado verus County ofMaui, Case Number 7-04-02140.

ITEM NO. 1(11):

SETTLEMENT AUTHORIZATION OF CLAIMS AND LAWSUITS
(NATHAN FURTADO
(C.c. No. 07-11)

V.

COUNTY

OF

MAUl,

Case

No.

7-04-02140)

CHAIR MATEO: Members, the Chair would recommend the adoption of the proposed
resolution entitled: authorizing settlement of Nathan Furtado versus County of Maui,
Case Number 7-04-02140.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR MATEO: Ifs been moved by Mr. Victorino, second by Mr. Pontanilla. Members,
additional comments, discussion?
... Hearing none, Members, all those in favor signify by saying"aye'.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR MATEO: Opposed?
... Thank you, motion is carried.

VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Baisa, Johnson, Medeiros, Molina,
Pontanilla, Victorino, Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Mateo.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending ADOPTION of resolution.

CHAIR MATEO: Members, that completes our agenda for today. Thank you all very much for
your patience. And just this announcement, you know--
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COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Dinner is served?
CHAIR MATEO: --5:30 this afternoon, Mr. Molina's Land Use Committee meeting, and he's
gonna get all us dinner while we wait for the 5 :30-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Oh, thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: No? Isn't that what was said?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: .. .(inaudible) . ..
CHAIR MATEO: Uh-COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: ... (inaudible) . ..
CHAIR MATEO: --any additional announcements?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: .. .(laughter) . ..
CHAIR MATEO: Hearing none, Members, again mahalo. And the Policy Committee meeting
for November 13 th , 2007 is adjourned ... (gavel) . ..

ADJOURN:

3:54 p.m.

Transcribed by; Camille Sakamoto
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